Resolution Number: 14-0609

Whereas, Iowa County has adopted the Iowa County Address and Road Name Ordinance which includes a requirement for the issuance of addresses and procurement of address signs;

Whereas, the Iowa County Office of Planning & Development is charged with the administration of said ordinance;

Whereas, it has historically been the intent of Iowa County to offset the costs of ordinance administration to the greatest extent practicable by permit fees;

Whereas, the Office of Planning & Development has determined the current charges for required permits do not adequately cover the cost of administration;

Now Therefore Be It Resolved that the Iowa County Board of Supervisors do hereby adopt this resolution setting fees as follows associated with the administration and enforcement of the Iowa County Address & Road Name Ordinance:

Assignment/Replacement of address sign: $50.00

Adopted this 16th day of June 2009.

Respectfully submitted,

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, EXTENSION AND PROPERTY COMMITTEE